11/14/2023

In attendance: Rob Dempski, Diane Dubois, Mike Radzinski, Jessica Sabourin, Wilson Wong

Absent: Sarah Stanlick, Liz Chirico, Dirk Albrecht, Mike Hamilton, Nicole Caligiuri, Shams Bhada

Guests: Joellen Andrews

Minutes from 10/12/23 and 10/31/23 were approved.

Jessica Sabourin gave an update on work being done on a bereavement policy. More will be shared at the next meeting. We discussed how this could be brought to FAP quickly. Rob will give FAP an update and get a sense of pushing a new policy through. We hope to get a resolution to FAP by the end of the calendar year.

It was suggested that we could make suggestions for education surrounding healthcare and Rob asked Joellen about the timeline of making healthcare choices. Joellen explained that issues regarding changes to healthcare revolve around how many claims are made and whether premiums will increase and by how much. We might want to get involved in getting employees to become more conscious about health and wellness.

Diane spoke about the great response rate that the staff climate survey got.

Meeting adjourned at 9:30am